MATOSET PICTOGRAMS - INSTRUCTION
How to read out the information - read horizontally:
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symbols
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size

Description of particular product parameters:
Pictogram

Explanation
Quantity

1
(2 x 10)

1 piece
tied: 2 piles by 10 pieces

Product type

Pictogram

Explanation
Product type
drape:
- with adhesive tape

swbs, swabs with Y and O cut
NEURO

neurosurgical swab
tampons:
ball, bean, whisker, triangle, thimble, grain
ribbon
abdominal swab with cotton loop

- with opening
- with opening and adhesive tape
- under the buttocks
- T-shaped with opening

Absorgyn gynaecological towel
- for instrument table
absorbent swab, high-absorbent swab Absorba
eye dressing, nose swab Absorba
Matosoft padding

Mayo table cover

Tubula tubular bandage
bandage with a clip

liquid pouch,
medical fixing tape
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Pictogram

Explanation

Pictogram

Product type
hand towel

Symbols
thread count of gauze
basis weight of nonwoven

13,17, 20
30 g/m², 40 g/m²

gauze with X-ray thread, nonwoven with X-ray thread

leg cover, arm cover
TMS, BP, Special, Comfort, TF,
FB, PE
Cover for medical equipment, C-arm cover,
Camera Cover cover for medical device cables

surgical gown: Standard, Perfect, apron,
sleeve cover, nurses cap
examination glove, surgical glove,
face mask with ties and with ear loops

Explanation

LATEX

17

LATEX

,4

powder-free
powdered

symbols of nonwoven, laminates and films

markings informing about latex or powder content
number of layers for gauze or nonwoven

Size

rectangular and round container, tray, lamp cover
320 cm x 180 cm, with opening of 8 cm diameter
2- and 3-chamber container, kidney dish
1 m x 2 cm
sponge stick, cotton swab, tongue depressor
capacity of 200 ml
clamp forceps, needle holder, scissors
Stitch cutter, blade
forceps, umbilical cord clamp, surgical forceps
syringe, needle, drain

blade size
sizes of clothing
sizes of surgical gloves
sizes of examination gloves

Foley catheter, urine bag, pouch for organs
transfusion apparatus, Venflon

adhesive tape
Fixopore S nonwoven dressing
nonwoven and film-nonwoven dressing for cannula
fixation
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